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Abstract— We present the query-by-description (QBD) component of “Kandem,” a time-aware music retrieval system. The QBD
system we describe learns a relation between descriptive text concerning a musical artist and their actual acoustic output, making
such queries as “Play me something loud with an electronic beat”
possible by merely analyzing the audio content of a database. We
show a novel machine learning technique based on Regularized
Least-Squares Classification (RLSC) that can quickly and efficiently learn the non-linear relation between descriptive language
and audio features by treating the problem as a large number of
possible output classes linked to the same set of input features. We
show how the RLSC training can easily eliminate irrelevant labels.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Retrieval of digital music is suddenly a confirmed hot topic:
a curious coincidence erupting from the intersection the ‘new’
Internet and the popular perceptual codec MP3. As the dust settles from the upheaval created by the record industry trying to
arm itself against future technologies, it is becoming more important than ever to provide a simple but powerful interface for
music search. Science has responded with novel approaches
to multimedia search and music search in particular: queryby-humming [7], query-by-example, or query-by-style or genre
[17], [21].
The most natural interface for finding what you want is still
language. Most of our purchasing and listening experiences
come from conversations with friends and reading reviews. If
we want to hear something relaxed or quiet, we read synopses
of records, or ask our friend who knows everything. And now
with all of future media being centrally available through some
future distribution mechanism, we can offer systems that can
hear these sorts of queries and act as an ‘intelligent expert’–
one that knows which songs are quiet, which are danceable,
and which are loud.
However, this solution presents a number of intermediate
problems. First, we need to label the data in some automatic
way [20], and then we need to figure out which terms could be
construed as musical (‘electronic’, ‘romantic’) and which are
not (‘popular,’ ‘talented.’) We also are faced with an inordinately large scaling problem: with millions of songs and hundreds of thousands of possible labelings, how could we possibly
computationally figure out any automatic relation?

In this article, we present a query-by-description system
for music, using the tenets of language processing, information retrieval and machine learning. Our system treats the relation between words and audio content as a ‘severe multiclass’ learning problem: given audio content with thousands of
known labels (descriptions), only some of which are even relevant (reflect anything in the underlying audio data), we train a
machine for each label. We discuss a novel machine learning
technique using regularized least-squares classification (RLSC)
that makes such multi-class problems tractable and show how
we can eliminate incorrect classifications and increase queryby-description accuracy.
II. BACKGROUND
Searching for music from the content is a current area of
research that has gained striking results for various problems.
Systems can ‘understand’ music enough to classify it by genre
or style [17], [6], [21], and [8] and have shown high accuracies in either the score level (where the notes and structure are
pre-encoded) or the audio domain (where you use a perceptual
representation and a learning mechanism.) However, the link
between musical content and language is not as prominent: [8]
shows that certain style-related terms such as ‘lyrical’ or ‘frantic’ can be learned from the score level. Their data was generated by performers who were viewing the terms and asked
to play in that style: a luxury analyses of prerecorded music
cannot have.
In the visual domain, some work has been undertaken attempting to learn a link between language and multimedia. The
lexicon-learning aspects in [9] study a set of fixed words applied to an image database and use a method similar to EM
(expectation-maximization) to discover where in the image the
terms (nouns) appear. [2] and [3] outline similar work. In the
‘opposite’ direction, work undertaken in [16] learns the meaning of objects from listening to users describing their utility
over a microphone.
III. DATA C OLLECTION AND R EPRESENTATION
Our system operates on links between audio content and textual description culled automatically from the Internet. Below

we describe the approaches for collecting and representing both
textual descriptive data and the audio data to which it should relate.
A. Audio Dataset
We use audio from the NECI Minnowmatch testbed (related
work analyzes this database in [19], [4], [21], [13].) The testbed
includes on average ten songs from each of 1,000 artists. The
artist list was chosen as the most popular artists on OpenNap, a
popular peer-to-peer music sharing service, in August of 2001.
([20] describes the peer-to-peer collection system.)
For the purposes of our experiment, we chose five songs each
randomly selected from 51 randomly chosen artists among the
dataset, for a total of 255 songs. Each song has the average
length of a pop song (we removed a few outliers that were over
six minutes or under two minutes.)
We encoded our song set into the representation used in [21],
a system that performed accurate style identification. Our aim
was to represent the general ‘aboutness’ of the music, not anything specifically occurring in the bitstream.
The audio tracks were decimated to a sampling rate of
11,025Hz, converted to mono, and had their mean removed. We
then take a 512-point power spectral density (PSD) estimate of
every three seconds of audio. The data then is rank-reduced using principal components analysis (PCA) to twenty dimensions.
The end result is a ‘frame’ for every three seconds of audio consisting of twenty dimensions. We store the relationship of frame
number to artist for accuracy and precision checking later on.
B. Text Description Classes
We use descriptive classes generated from the “Klepmit” system outlined in [20]. The Klepmit text-set contains vectors of
‘community metadata’ (descriptive terms with salience weights
from community description) for each artist in the Minnowmatch testbed. The idea behind Klepmit’s data is to represent
an artist by means of Internet-wide description by using data
mining and information retrieval techniques. The community
metadata vectors are meant to be ‘time-aware’ – that is, public’s perception of artists and the artist themselves change over
time, which is a crucial missed point in most music-IR systems.
We repeatedly crawl for this data weekly, and the cumulative
vectors are organized into five term types: n1 (unigrams), n2
(bigrams), np (noun phrases), adj (adjectives), and art (artist
names.)
The data is collected as follows: we first query popular search
engines for artist names, and parse the resultant pages for text
found around the artist. We use a part-of-speech tagger [5] and
a noun-phrase chunker [14] to extract the term types described
above. (The art term type is meant to extract ‘related artists’
found when a review or description tries to explain a similar
artist.) We then compute statistics on the extracted terms: we
compute the f t (frequency of a term relating to an artist) and f d
(frequency of the term occurring overall), and use both together
to create a weighted salience metric s for each term t:

np Term
beth gibbons
trip hop
dummy
goosebumps
soulful melodies
rounder records
dante
may 1997
sbk
grace

Score
0.1648
0.1581
0.1153
0.0756
0.0608
0.0499
0.0499
0.0499
0.0499
0.0499

adj Term
cynical
produced
smooth
dark
particular
loud
amazing
vocal
unique
simple

Score
0.2997
0.1143
0.0792
0.0583
0.0571
0.0558
0.0457
0.0391
0.0362
0.0354

TABLE I
T OP 10 TERMS (NP AND ADJ SETS ) FOR ‘P ORTISHEAD .’
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We use a  of 3 and a  of 0.9 throughout, which we arrived
at from analyzing the distribution of the term types. See Table
I for a list of sample extracted terms and their weights.
The Klepmit text-set was used successfully as a ‘cultural representation’ in [21] to classify music by a fine-grained style label, and also proved to work well as an artist similarity measure
in [10]. It is meant to capture information about music that can
not be easily represented by content-based retrieval methods,
and also to model the important long-term time domain.
Of further note is that the Klepmit community metadata vectors are completely obtained by automatic and unsupervised
methods. Throughout this process of data collection and analysis, we never self-label the audio content nor do we input our
own biases.
IV. L EARNING F ORMALIZATION OF
Q UERY- BY-D ESCRIPTION
With the text and audio representations in place, we then
move to our model of machine learning to uncover descriptive
links from community metadata. Our first step is to treat the
system as a classification problem: for each possible descriptive term t, we train a machine c t to learn the relation between
it and an audio frame. However, the problem has three important caveats that separate it from most classification problems:
 Surfeit of output classes: Each audio frame can be related to up to 200,000 terms (in the unconstrained case.)
Most artists have community metadata vectors of 10,000
terms at one time. For a standard machine learning technique, this would involve costly multi-class learning and
combinations.
 Classes can be incorrect or unimportant: Due to the unsupervised and automatic nature of the description classes,
many are incorrect (such as when an artist is wrongly described) or unimportant (as in the case of terms such as
‘talented’ or ‘cool’– meaningless to the audio domain.)
We would need a system that could quickly fetter out such
errant classes.



Outputs are mostly negative: Because the decision space
over the entire artist space is so large, most class outputs
are negative. In our 51 artist set, for example, only two
are described as ‘cynical’ while 49 are not. This creates
a bias problem for most machine learning algorithms and
also causes trouble in evaluation.
One possible way to learn this relation is to train a binary
classifier on each term type, given the audio frames as input examples. However such training has a large startup time for each
new class. We show below a novel algorithm that eliminates
this startup time and allows for multiple classes to be tested
easily.
A. Handling “Severe Multi-class” Problems With Regularized
Least-Squares Classification
Regularized Least-Squares Classification (or regression) is a
powerful approach to solving machine learning problems [15].
It is related to the Support Vector Machine [18] in that they
are both instances of Tikhonov regularization [11], but whereas
training a Support Vector Machine requires the solution of a
constrained quadratic programming problem, training RLSC
only requires solving a single system of linear equations. Recent work [12], [15] has shown that the accuracy of RLSC is
essentially identical to that of SVMs.
We begin with a kernel function K f , where Kf (x1 ; x2 ) is a
generalized dot product (in a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space
[1]) between x i and xj . In our work, we use the Gaussian kernel

Kf (x1 ; x2 ) = e
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where  is a tunable parameter. We form the matrix K , where
 Kf (xi ; xj ). Then, training an RLSC system consists of
solving the system of linear equations

Kij
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I
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C
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where C is a user-supplied regularization constant. The resulting real-valued classification function f is

f (x) =

X̀ c K x; x :
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A key property of this approach is that the solution c is linear in
the right-hand side y. We compute and store the inverse matrix
I
(K + C ) 1 (this is numerically stable because of the addition
of the regularization term CI ), then for a new right-hand side y,
we can compute the new c via a simple matrix multiplication.
We are faced with a “severe multi-class” problem, where we
have a very large number of different labelings of our data. In
our application, a reasonable approach is to consider a labelling
to be relevant or useful if we can learn the relationship between the input and the labelling (on a held out test set). To
this end, we will train a single RLSC classifier for each label

under consideration. “Training” each classifier is a matrix multiplication (once we have precomputed (K + CI ) 1 ), and, if we
store the kernel products between all test and training points,
each classifier can also be tested via a single matrix multiplication. The ability to very quickly train powerful classifiers is
crucial for this application; in our tests, we use roughly 700 different classes, and training an SVM or neural network for each
class would be impractical.
V. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
We evaluated the training system and representation by creating a query-by-description prediction task. This experiment
hopes to measure the strength of the connections between music and language by asking the system to label as-yet ‘unheard’
audio with a description. However, this method has a serious
flaw in that we cannot trust our ground truth, and therefore automatically scored results (without human intervention) will be
low. So instead we place a high value on the differences between different terms’ performance.
For the purposes of the experiment, we used the 51 artist,
255 song set described above and split it into two roughly
equivalent-sized sets for training and testing. The test and train
data are from different artists and therefore represent different
acoustic distributions. For our output classes, we chose to stay
only within the adjective term types, and limited the possible
number of output classes to those that were used to describe at
least two of the artists in our 51-artist space. This left us with
roughly 700 output classes, many of which only described a few
artists.
We computed the stored kernel outlined above (using a  of
2 and a C of 10) and proceeded to train a new c t for each term
t against the training set. f t (x) for the test set is computed over
the each frame x and term t. If the sign of f t (x) is the same
as our supposed ‘ground truth’ for that artist and t, we consider
the prediction successful. The evaluation is then computed on
the test set by computing a ‘weighted precision’: where P (a p )
indicates overall positive accuracy (given an audio frame, the
probability that a positive association to a term is predicted)
and P (an ) indicates overall negative accuracy, P (a) is defined
as P (ap )P (an ).
The computation of each consecutive class takes only seconds, a striking improvement over the standard method of computing 700 SVM classifiers for this problem. The results for
a select set of terms are shown in Table II. While the overall
accuracy is low, we should consider the extremely low baseline of the problem itself compounded with our low trust in the
ground truth used for this evaluation. We see immediately that
more ‘musically relevant’ terms are predicted with far higher
accuracy. In this manner, we can easily remove low-scoring
classes, both for data reduction and for accuracy. This type of
evaluation provides keen insights into the amount of descriptive
power certain terms have against acoustic content.
We also use these results to visualize the spectral fingerprints
of various descriptions. We take the mean of all spectral content

Term
acoustic
classical
clean
dark
electronic
female
happy
romantic
slow
upbeat
vocal

Precision
23.2%
27.4%
38.9%
17.1%
11.7%
32.9%
13.8%
23.1%
18.9%
21.0%
18.6%

Term
annoying
dangerous
gorgeous
hilarious
lyrical
sexy
troubled
typical
unusual
wicked
worldwide

Precision
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.5%
0.0%
0.0%
2.3%
0.0%
2.8%

These experiments clearly show that with enough data and an
appropriate statistical measure, we can go a long way towards
finding out what we talk about when we talk about music– and
gain an overall better understanding of the link between two
powerful forms of expression.
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TABLE II
S ELECTED ADJECTIVE TERMS AND THEIR WEIGHTED PRECISION .

quiet

loud

1.5
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1

1
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lonesome
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0
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Fig. 1. Mean spectral characteristics of four different terms. Magnitude of
frequency on the y-axis, frequency in Hz on the x-axis.

described as certain high-scoring terms, weighting each frame
by its gaussian-derived score described above. Figure 1 shows
two sets of comparisons. We see the expected result for ‘quiet’
versus ‘loud’ and a curious but understandable increase in the
bass level bins of the ‘funky’ spectrum versus ‘lonesome”s flat
response.
VI. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK
To achieve a high-accuracy QBD system, we will use the results above to inform a more supervised learning process. By
analyzing which terms can be associated with acoustic content,
our next step is to use the same algorithms on hand-labeled
smaller sets of audio, and then re-label a far larger test set automatically using the thousands of learned relations.
From the results outlined above, we propose that our method
of handling a ‘severe multi-class’ problem such as query-bydescription works well at determining incorrect or useless class
labels. If we set a threshold ahead of time, the entire process,
from data collection to evaluation, could be automated and the
set of musically salient terms would be easy to handle.
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